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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There is sufficient evidence to conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that plain packaging would help Ireland to achieve its public health policy objectives in relation to tobacco control.

The current report reviews the scientific evidence on standardized or “plain” packaging, and the extent to which plain packaging regulations would help Ireland to achieve its tobacco control objectives.

Plain packaging is a form of marketing restriction that prohibits the use of logos, colours, brand images and promotional information on tobacco packaging. Under plain packaging regulations, the colour of the pack is uniform across different brands and varieties. Regulations may also standardize the size and shape of packages.

In December 2012, Australia became the first jurisdiction in the world to require plain packaging of tobacco products. Plain packaging regulations are recommended under the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) elaborated guidelines. In the European Union, the revised Tobacco Product Directive does not require plain packaging, but allows Member States to introduce these measures.

The evidence base on plain packaging has rapidly evolved. A total of 69 original empirical articles were reviewed as part of this report, in addition to evidence contained in corporate documents from the tobacco industry and the broader literature on tobacco advertising and marketing. The evidence on plain packaging is notable for its breadth and diversity: research has been conducted in 10 different countries using a range of methodologies, including consumer perceptions, eye-tracking technology, neuroimaging, measures of consumer demand, and behavioural tasks, as well as evidence on the impact of plain packaging in Australia.

The evidence indicates that tobacco packaging is a critically important form of tobacco promotion, particularly in jurisdictions with comprehensive advertising and marketing restrictions, such as Ireland. The evidence indicates that plain packaging reduces false beliefs about the risks of smoking, increases the efficacy of health warnings, reduces consumer appeal among youth and young adults, and may promote smoking cessation among established smokers.

Overall, there is very strong evidence that plain packaging would be effective in regards to four of Ireland’s specific policy objectives:

- Prevent non-smokers including children and young people from starting to smoke
- Encourage, motivate and support current smokers to quit
- Reduce recidivism rates among those who have quit
- Limit the societal impacts of smoking and protect society, especially those under 18 years, from the marketing practices of the tobacco industry.
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STANDARDIZED PACKAGING: BACKGROUND

Description
Standardized packaging refers to the removal of logos, colours, brand images and promotional information from tobacco packaging. Under standardized or “plain” packaging regulations, the colour of the pack is uniform across different brands and varieties. The physical dimensions of packaging and products may also be standardized, along with restrictions on packaging “extensions”. Government-mandated information, such as health warnings, tax stamps, and constituent information remains.

Policy recommendations

WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control
Standardized packaging is recommended by the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC). FCTC Article 11 states that:

...tobacco product packaging and labelling [shall] not promote a tobacco product by any means that are false, misleading, deceptive or likely to create an erroneous impression including any term, descriptor, trademark, figurative or any other sign that directly or indirectly creates the false impression that a particular tobacco product is less harmful than other tobacco products.(p.9)¹

Elaborated guidelines for implementing Article 11 explicitly address plain packaging:

Parties should consider adopting measures to restrict or prohibit the use of logos, colours, brand images or promotional information on packaging other than brand names and product names displayed in a standard colour and font style (plain packaging.) (para.46)²

The elaborated guidelines for restrictions on tobacco advertising, promotion and sponsorship, included in FCTC Article 13, also recommend that, “Parties should consider adopting plain packaging requirements to eliminate the effects of advertising or promotion on packaging.”(para.17)³

European Union Tobacco Product Directive
In 2014, the European Union revised its Tobacco Product Directive. The new Directive specifically allows Member States to introduce additional measures relating to standardized or plain packaging where they are

justified on grounds of public health, are proportionate and do not lead to hidden barriers to trade between Member States.  

**Existing regulations**

In December 2012, Australia became the first jurisdiction in the world to implement “plain packaging” regulations. The *Tobacco Plain Packaging Act* was introduced to meet three objectives: 1) to increase the noticeability, recall and impact of health warning messages; 2) to reduce the ability of packaging to mislead consumers to believe that some products may be less harmful than others; and 3) to reduce the attractiveness of the tobacco product, for both adults and children.

The Australian regulations prohibit all trademarks and logos, and standardize the colour and finish of retail packaging. Brand names and varieties must be printed in a standard font size, type, and colour. The regulations also restrict the physical dimensions of tobacco packaging, including minimum pack size, which effectively prohibit “superslim” packages. The appearance of cigarette sticks is also restricted, along with packaging “extensions”, such as “inserts” and “onserts”. Plain packaging was implemented at the same time as new health warning regulations, which increased the size of pictorial health warnings on Australian cigarette packages (75% and 90% of the principal display areas), and introduced new health warning messages and images.

**Legal challenges**

Three separate legal challenges were initiated in response to Australia’s *Tobacco Plain Packaging Act*. In the first case, the High Court of Australia heard challenges from British American Tobacco Australasia Limited and Japan Tobacco International. The companies argued that the Act represented an unconstitutional acquisition of

---

their intellectual property rights. In August 2012, the Australian High Court ruled against the companies and upheld the plain packaging law, primarily on the basis that the government was only restricting and not acquiring property:

A majority of the Court held that...an acquisition must involve the accrual to some person of a proprietary benefit or interest. Although the Act regulated the plaintiffs’ intellectual property rights and imposed controls on the packaging and presentation of tobacco products, it did not confer a proprietary benefit or interest on the Commonwealth or any other person. As a result, neither the Commonwealth nor any other person acquired any property.\(^8\)

In the second legal challenge, Philip Morris Asia challenged the plain packaging legislation under the 1993 Agreement between the Government of Australia and the Government of Hong Kong for the Promotion and Protection of Investments. The plain packaging law has also been subject to a World Trade Organization (WTO) challenge related to the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).\(^9\) As of March 2014, the PM Asia and WTO challenges were ongoing. Several overviews of these legal challenges from a public health perspective have been published to date.\(^10\)

---


POLICY CONTEXT: TOBACCO USE IN IRELAND

Prevalence and patterns of use

Tobacco use remains a significant public health challenge in Ireland. Each year, approximately 5,200 people die from diseases caused by tobacco use in Ireland. Tobacco use is the leading cause of preventable death, and mortality attributable to tobacco use is estimated to represent approximately 19% of all deaths.12

Patterns of tobacco use in Ireland have followed a similar trajectory to most other Western countries. The prevalence of cigarette smoking increased dramatically in the first half of the 20th century, and was followed by declines in the second half of the 20th century. The prevalence of weekly cigarette smoking in Ireland was estimated at 22% in June 2012 with the vast majority of smokers reporting daily consumption.13 Smoking rates remain higher among men than women (approximately 24% vs. 21%, respectively).14 Approximately 60% of current smokers intend to quit smoking and half of Irish smokers report trying to quit each year.15

Tobacco use in Ireland is characterized by socioeconomic disparities. The prevalence of smoking is markedly higher among disadvantaged groups and social classes 3 to 6, with slower declines in smoking prevalence among disadvantaged groups over time.16 Disparities are greatest among women in the lower social classes, particularly those in the 18–29 year age groups. Individuals in lower social classes are also less likely to report trying to quit.

Approximately 12% of children and 20% of youth smoke in Ireland, with a higher prevalence of smoking among girls (23%) than boys (19%).17 Similar to other Western markets, young adults aged 18-29 years old have the highest rates of smoking (35%).

The tobacco market in Ireland

The Irish market is dominated by three main tobacco companies: JTI Ireland, John Player & Co (Imperial Group) and PJ Carrolls & Co (BAT Group). The JTI Ireland group has the largest market share with over 50% of sales, as of June 2012. The JTI Ireland Group distributes three of the top five most popular brands in Ireland: Benson and Hedges, Silk Cut Purple and Silk Cut Blue. As of 2012, Benson & Hedges was the most popular brand, reportedly smoked by 14% of smokers. The top five brands account for more than one half of Irish smokers. There are two small manufacturers of tobacco products in Ireland.

Tobacco companies have previously launched legal proceedings in Ireland to challenge tobacco control measures. In 2009, the industry initiated proceedings in Ireland’s High Court challenging point of sale advertising restrictions and display bans, which were subsequently implemented later that year.

The illicit tobacco trade and tax evasion represent a challenge to tobacco control policy in Ireland, as in most countries. Estimates of the proportion of illicit packs vary\(^{18,19}\); however, 2012 data from the Irish Revenue Commissioners suggest an illicit rate of 13\%.\(^{20}\)

**Policy environment**

Ireland ratified the WHO FCTC in 2005 and has since implemented a range of tobacco control measures. As a member of the European Union, Ireland’s regulations on tobacco advertising and marketing comply with the European Tobacco Product Directive\(^{21}\), including bans on tobacco advertising in newspapers and magazines, and sponsorships. Ireland was among the first countries to implement a comprehensive ban on in-store advertising and display of tobacco products. Labelling regulations include pictorial health warnings on packages, and a ban on misleading descriptors, such as “light” and “mild”. Other regulatory measures include comprehensive smoke-free workplace legislation, reduced ignition propensity standards for cigarettes, restrictions on self-serving vending machines and minimum pack sizes of 20 cigarettes. Smoking cessation services include a telephone “quitline”, subsidized nicotine replacement therapy, and mass media campaigns to promote quitting.

Survey research indicates a high level of support for tobacco control policies among Irish citizens, well above levels of support in other European countries. For example, in 2012, 90% supported the introduction of pictorial health warnings on all tobacco products, and 81% were in favour of banning colours, logos and promotional elements from tobacco products.\(^{22}\)

**Summary**

Ireland has very similar levels of smoking prevalence, cigarette consumption, and quitting activity as many other Western countries.\(^{23,24}\) Ireland also has a very similar tobacco market with respect to the mix of international and domestic cigarette brands. Ireland has also implemented a comprehensive set of tobacco control policies, particularly with respect to restrictions on advertising and promotion of tobacco products.

---

**TOBACCO MARKETING & ADVERTISING**

Packaging is an important component of the overall marketing strategy for consumer goods. Packaging is particularly important for consumer products with a high degree of social visibility, such as cigarettes. Unlike many other consumer products, cigarettes are contained in packages that are displayed each time the product is used and are often left in public view between uses.

Plain packaging regulations represent a form of marketing restriction. The following section reviews evidence on the impact of tobacco marketing on smoking behaviour, with an emphasis on youth and young adults, as a critically important demographic for tobacco control.

**Marketing and advertising targeting youth**

Tobacco marketing and advertising have played a fundamental role in promoting smoking among young people. Cigarette smoking virtually always begins in adolescence, with virtually all initiation occurring by the mid-twenties in most markets. The implications of this phenomenon were summarized in a 1984 Strategic Research Document from RJ Reynolds:

> Younger adult smokers have been the critical factor in the growth and decline of every major brand and company over the last 50 years. They will continue to be just as important to brands/companies in the future for two simple reasons: The renewal of the market stems almost entirely from 18-year-old smokers. No more than 5% of smokers start after age 24. The brand loyalty of 18-year-old smokers far outweighs any tendency to switch with age. (p.399067078)

A wide range of industry documents highlight the importance of tobacco marketing targeted at youth. A published review of industry documents concluded:


Industry documents show that the cigarette manufacturers carefully monitored the smoking habits of teenagers over the past several decades. Candids quotes from industry executives refer to youth as a source of sales and as fundamental to the survival of the tobacco industry. The documents reveal that the features of cigarette brands (that is, use of filters, low tar, bland taste, etc), packaging (that is, size, colour and design), and advertising (that is, media placements and themes and imagery) were developed specifically to appeal to new smokers (that is, teenagers). Evidence also indicates that relevant youth oriented marketing documents may have been destroyed and that the language used in some of the more recent documents may have been sanitised to cover up efforts to market to youth.”  

---

Causal associations with smoking behaviour

There is a large and diverse evidence base demonstrating that tobacco marketing and advertising are causally associated with youth smoking. This evidence is applicable to understanding the role of packaging in that it collectively demonstrates that exposure to tobacco promotions are causally related to smoking behaviour.
Whereas tobacco companies have argued that tobacco marketing and promotional activities only target established smokers, the body of literature on the impact of tobacco marketing includes longitudinal studies that establish that tobacco marketing leads to smoking susceptibility and not simply the reverse, as the industry has argued. The impact of tobacco marketing has been highlighted in a number of comprehensive reviews. For example, one of the major conclusions in the 2012 US Surgeon General’s Report on Preventing Tobacco Use Among Youth and Young Adults states that: “Advertising and promotional activities by tobacco companies have been shown to cause the onset and continuation of smoking among adolescents and young adults.”(p.8) The report goes on to conclude:

_There is strong, consistent evidence that advertising and promotion influence the factors that lead directly to tobacco use by adolescents, including the initiation of cigarette smoking as well as its continuation... promotion and advertising by the tobacco industry causes tobacco use, including its initiation among youth. This conclusion has been buttressed by a multitude of scientific and governmental reports, and the strength of the evidence for causality continues to grow._ (p.528)

This conclusion was reiterated in the 2014 US Surgeon General’s Report on The Health Consequences of Smoking, which reviewed evidence over the past 50 years since the first US Surgeon General’s Report was released in 1964: “The evidence is sufficient to conclude that advertising and promotional activities by the tobacco companies cause the onset and continuation of smoking among adolescents and young adults.”(p.12)

_There is strong empirical evidence that tobacco companies’ advertising and promotions affect awareness of smoking and of particular brands, the recognition and recall of cigarette advertising, attitudes about smoking, intentions to smoke, and actual smoking behavior. In fact, children appear to be even more responsive to advertising appeals than are adults (Pollay et al. 1996). Both the industry’s own internal documents and its testimony in court proceedings, as well as widely accepted principles of advertising and marketing, also support the conclusion that tobacco advertising recruits new users during their youth._(p.508)

---


The 2006 landmark ruling of US District Court Judge Gladys Kessler stands as one of the most comprehensive reviews of tobacco industry advertising and marketing. The ruling, at more than 1,700 pages long, documents the marketing practices of the tobacco industry and concluded that cigarette marketing recruits youth to smoke:

*Cigarette marketing, which includes both advertising and promotion, is designed to play a key role in the process of recruiting young, new smokers by exposing young people to massive amounts of imagery associating positive qualities with cigarette smoking.* (p. 548)

It is highly plausible that the causal mechanisms demonstrated in this broader set of literature—that exposure to promotional materials and increases in brand awareness promote smoking initiation—are relevant to the impact of promotion information on tobacco packaging.

---


REVIEW OF INDEPENDENT EVIDENCE

A total of 75 original empirical articles were identified and reviewed in this section. A summary of each study is available in the Appendix. Research articles came from the following jurisdictions: Australia (n=19), Canada (n=15), UK (n=11), France (n=7), New Zealand (n=7), US (n=6), Scotland (n=5), Norway (n=3), Belgium (n=1) and Brazil (n=1). Studies used samples of youth (n=32) and adults (n=54). Articles in the review consisted of 59 quantitative studies, 10 qualitative studies and 5 studies with both quantitative and qualitative components. Public opinion articles, reviews, and commentaries were excluded from this review.

This section summarizes the literature with respect to six primary outcomes: health warnings, perceptions of risk, consumer appeal, measures of consumer demand and smoking behaviour, post-implementation research from Australia, and research on differences in plain packaging colours.

Health warnings

Three qualitative studies have examined how consumer perceptions of health warnings change when displayed on plain packaging. Qualitative research with New Zealand youth found that pictorial warnings on plain cigarette packs increased the attention paid to graphic warning labels and the overall perceptions of harm caused by cigarette smoking, and reduced the social appeal of cigarette smoking. A second qualitative study conducted with youth in Belgium found that health warnings “catch the eye” much more strongly when presented on plain, rather than branded packages. Qualitative research conducted in Australia also found that consumers felt that plain packaging would strengthen the impact of health messages. These findings are consistent with a quantitative study from 1995 conducted in Canada, which found that youth reported that health warnings were “easier to see” and “looked more serious” when presented on plain packaging.

Five experimental studies have examined recall of health warnings as an outcome of plain versus branded packaging. A 1992 study conducted with New Zealand youth found that recall of health warnings was greater when presented on plain vs. branded packaging. A 1995 study conducted with Canadian youth produced consistent findings: when health messages were presented on plain packages, unaided recall was greater for 1 of 3 messages and aided recall was greater for 2 of 3 messages presented during the study. These results were partially replicated in a separate study involving Canadian and US youth. Canadian youth smokers were more

References:

38 Articles were identified through searches of electronic databases, previous literature reviews, and searches of article reference lists. Studies were also identified through recent conference abstracts, along with email enquiries to leading scholars in the field. Unpublished materials were included if a description of the study methods and findings were provided. Surveys that consisted of “public opinion” data were excluded from this review. A list of excluded studies are provided in the Appendix.
likely to recall a health warning when presented on plain packaging, with no differences among the US sample. A subsequent experiment conducted with Canadian youth in 1999 found that message recall increased when health messages were presented on plain white packs for two health messages, but decreased for a third message. A more recent experiment from 2013 found that Canadian university students exhibited greater recall for health warnings on plain versus branded packaging.

Three studies have also used objective physiological measures to assess the impact of plain packaging on visual attention to health warnings. An eye-tracking experiment was conducted in the UK with young adults, in which the number of saccades (eye movements) towards health warnings was assessed to directly index visual attention. The study found greater visual attention towards health warnings when presented on plain versus branded packs. The effect was observed among non-smokers and weekly smokers, but not daily smokers. A second study of eye-tracking in the UK found similar results among youth: plain packaging produced more eye movements to health warnings compared to branded packs. The effect was observed among experimenters and weekly smokers, but not among never-smokers or daily smokers. A third eye-tracking study was conducted with 30 adult smokers in the UK and found equal levels of visual attention between a branded pack and a plain pack, both of which had very similar colours, with the conclusion that smokers actively seek to avoid health warnings regardless of the amount of branding.

The impact of plain packaging on health warnings has also been assessed in a “naturalistic” experiment, in which young Scottish female smokers used plain packs for a 2-week period. The authors found no significant overall differences between the pack types in the salience, perceived seriousness or believability of health warnings; however, participants reported looking more closely at the warnings on plain packs and reported greater levels of cognitive processing of the message content.

Eight studies have examined the effect of branding under different types or sizes of health warnings. These studies seek to determine whether larger health warnings— which leave less space for branded information on packages— attenuate the effect of branding. Two large experimental studies conducted in 2008 among Canadian adult smokers and youth tested the effect of the size of pictorial health warnings on smoker image (e.g., “cool”) and product image associations (e.g., “high quality”, “dangerous”). The findings indicate that smoker and product image associations persisted; significant differences in most outcomes were not observed until the pictorial health warning size reached 90% of the principal display area of the pack. Research conducted

in Australia also found that the effect of branding was observable even in the context of large pictorial health warnings.\textsuperscript{54}

Experimental studies also suggest that plain packaging and health warnings have independent effects on measures of consumer appeal. A New Zealand study with young adult smokers found that health warning size may have a positive, interactive effect with plain packaging: larger warnings and plain packaging result in lower levels of consumer appeal and demand, compared to smaller warnings and plain packaging.\textsuperscript{55} Two between-subject experiments conducted in Australia also found that the largest reductions in consumer appeal are produced when plain packaging is combined with larger pictorial health warnings.\textsuperscript{56, 57} Similar findings exist with respect to perceptions of risk. A within-subject experiment conducted with UK youth found an interaction between health warning type and plain packaging colour for measures of perceived health risk.\textsuperscript{58} Finally, a between-subject experiment conducted among young adult smokers in the US found an interaction between the type of health warning and plain packaging on motivation to quit, suggesting that differences in health warnings may be more apparent when branding is removed.\textsuperscript{59}

**Summary**

Overall, the evidence suggests that health warnings are more noticeable on plain packs, associated with greater recall of health messages, and may lead to greater cognitive processing, particularly among youth non-smokers. The evidence also indicates that the effect of package branding persists even in the context of large pictorial warnings, and that plain packaging and health warnings have complimentary, but independent effects on consumer perceptions.

**Perceptions of risk**

Tobacco packaging has played a central role in promoting the false belief that some cigarette brands are less harmful than others. In response to the growing evidence of the health risks of smoking in the second half of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, tobacco companies developed a “low tar” strategy to reassure consumers and public health authorities.\textsuperscript{60} “Low tar” cigarettes were designed by introducing small holes in cigarette filters and marketed with “light” or “mild” packaging descriptors. Not only does filter ventilation dilute cigarette smoke to produce deceptively low tar and nicotine numbers under machine testing, but it also produces “lighter tasting” smoke, which reinforces the misleading descriptors on packages. As a result, considerable proportions of adult smokers believed that “light,” “mild,” and “low tar” cigarette brands lowered health risk and were less addictive than


“regular” or “full flavor” brands. Indeed, many health-concerned smokers reported switching to these brands as an alternative to quitting. There is no evidence that “low tar” cigarettes are less harmful; to the contrary, the most recent US Surgeon General’s Report suggests that the relative risk of lung cancer has increased as a result of cigarette design changes during the shift to “lower tar” cigarettes.

More than 50 countries, including Ireland, prohibit the descriptors “light,” “mild,” or “low” or similar descriptors on tobacco packages. However, research suggests that false beliefs persist after the removal of “light” and “mild” package descriptors, and many smokers continue to incorrectly believe that some cigarettes are less harmful than others.

The evidence base on consumer perceptions and behaviour associated with “low tar” cigarettes and the role of packaging as part of this strategy is directly relevant to the impact of plain packaging; however, this literature has been the subject of various reviews and, therefore, is not reviewed in the current section. The remainder of this section focuses on research specific to perceptions of risk associated with plain packaging and pack colour.

Several recent qualitative studies in New Zealand and Scotland have found that consumer perceptions of the relative harm and strength of cigarette brands are associated with pack colour similar to quantitative survey findings among UK youth. These findings are consistent with a series of qualitative and quantitative studies commissioned by the Australian government prior to the implementation of plain packaging. Collectively, these studies found consistent associations with colours: packs with darker colours were seen to contain cigarettes which were more ‘harmful to health’ and ‘harder to quit’. Conversely, packs with lighter colours were seen to be less ‘harmful to health’ and ‘easier to quit’.

Eight experimental studies also demonstrate an association between packaging and perceptions of risk. Within-subject experiments with adult smokers and non-smokers in the US\textsuperscript{70} and in France\textsuperscript{71} found that pack colour was significantly associated with ratings of reduced risk and tar, and that plain packages were associated with fewer false beliefs about the relative risk of different brands.

A within-subject experiment conducted with adult smokers and youth smokers and non-smokers in the UK also found that false health beliefs were lower for plain versus fully branded packages.\textsuperscript{72} Participants were less likely to report that some brands were less harmful or easier to quit than other cigarette brands when viewing plain packs. Experiments conducted with smokers and non-smokers in Canada\textsuperscript{73} and the US\textsuperscript{74} found that packs with lighter colours were perceived as less harmful than packs in darker colours.

Between-subject experiments conducted with young adult smokers and non-smokers in the US\textsuperscript{75} and the UK\textsuperscript{76} and Norway\textsuperscript{77} also demonstrate that plain packaging reduces false health beliefs regarding reduced harm and tar delivery. Three experimental studies conducted among youth and young adults in Canada\textsuperscript{78} and Brazil\textsuperscript{79}, and the UK\textsuperscript{80} produced null findings with respect to perceptions of risk associated with viewing plain versus branded packages.\textsuperscript{81} A naturalistic study with roll-your-own smokers in France used plain packages for ten days, found no differences in perceptions of tar levels compared to when smokers used their regular packaging.\textsuperscript{82}

Two studies have experimentally manipulated packaging to assess associations with weight-related health beliefs. A between-subjects experiment conducted with young adult females in Canada found that women who viewed fully branded female packs were more likely to believe that smoking helps people control their appetites compared to women who viewed non-female oriented packs or female oriented packs without descriptors or colours.\textsuperscript{83} A second study conducted among US young adult females, found no association for a similar


\textsuperscript{78} Doxey J, Hammond D. Deadly in Pink: the impact of female oriented packaging among young women. Tob Control 2011; 5:353-60.


\textsuperscript{80} Brose LS, Chong CB, Aspinall E, Michie S, McEwen A. Effects of standardised cigarette packaging on craving, motivation to stop and perceptions of cigarettes and packs. Psychol Health 2014 Feb 24. [Epub ahead of print]

\textsuperscript{81} Gallopel-Movan K, Eker F, Béguirot E, Martinet Y. Perceptions of plain packaging among young adult roll-your-own smokers in France: A naturalistic approach. Tob Control. [Under Review].

\textsuperscript{82} Gallopel-Movan K, Eker F, Béguirot E, Martinet Y. Perceptions of plain packaging among young adult roll-your-own smokers in France: A naturalistic approach. Tob Control. [Under Review].

\textsuperscript{83} Doxey J, Hammond D. Deadly in Pink: the impact of female oriented packaging among young women. Tob Control 2011; 5:353-60.
experimental manipulation; however, branded packs were significantly more likely to be associated with smoker-image traits of “slimness” than plain packs.  

The association between plain packaging and health warnings has also been examined using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) brain scans. UK smokers and non-smokers viewed images of plain and branded packages while undergoing a fMRI scan. Viewing plain packages produced a different pattern of brain activity in areas related to threat (amygdala) and reward (nucleus accumbens), compared to viewing branded packages. The study concluded that the findings are consistent with eye-tracking studies and suggest daily cigarette smokers actively avoid cigarette package health warnings and lend support to the efficacy of plain packaging.

Summary
Many consumers continue to hold false beliefs that some cigarette brands are less harmful than others, despite scientific evidence to the contrary. Pack design and colour promote false beliefs about the relative risks between brands. A variety of experimental studies indicate that plain packaging is associated with fewer false health beliefs.

Consumer appeal
Qualitative research with youth and young adults in New Zealand, Canada, France, Scotland and Belgium suggests plain packaging reduces appeal, and attraction. Focus groups with US and Canadian youth also found that plain packaging was less appealing and “uglier”. Approximately one third of youth in the same study believed plain packaging would make non-smokers “less likely to start” and approximately one quarter believed plain packaging would make young smokers “smoke less”. Another study conducted in Canada found that approximately half of youth surveyed believed that fewer youth would start smoking as a result of plain packaging. Qualitative research in France with youth and young adults also found that plain and standardized packaging is associated with lower levels of attraction and appeal.

---

85 Maynard OM, Munafò MR. Effects of cigarette packaging on neural responses to health warnings. Economic and Social Research Council, Medical Research Council, Action on Smoking and Health.
87 Centre for Health Promotion. Effects of plain packaging on the image of tobacco products among youth. Centre for Health Promotion, University of Toronto, 1993.
A number of surveys\textsuperscript{95,96} and within-subject experiments\textsuperscript{97} conducted with UK youth found that plain packs were perceived more negatively and as less attractive. Studies of young adults in Canada\textsuperscript{98}, the US\textsuperscript{99} and France\textsuperscript{100,101} indicate that plain packages are less attractive and would be less likely to be selected as the brand they would purchase.

Five between-subject experiments also indicate that plain packages are substantially less attractive and appealing, primarily among youth and young adults, including studies in the UK\textsuperscript{102}, Canada\textsuperscript{103,104}, the US\textsuperscript{105}, and Australia\textsuperscript{106}. For example, the Australian experiment reported a dose-response association between the amount of branded elements on packaging and measures of appeal. A between-subject experiment study with Canadian university students found lower levels of appeal and positive associations plain packages.

Two naturalistic studies have been conducted on brand appeal, in which participants actually use plain packs. First, a study conducted with young women in Scotland, in which smokers used dark brown plain packs for a one-week period, and found very negative emotional responses to using the plain packs.\textsuperscript{107} Second, a study was conducted in France with young adult smokers of roll-your-own (RYO) tobacco, in which participants used plain RYO packaging for 10 days.\textsuperscript{108} The results indicate that plain packs were associated with more negative pack and product perceptions, lower brand attachment, and more negative feelings about smoking in general.

**Brand imagery, smoker image and product associations**

Fifteen studies have examined the impact of plain packaging on smoker image or product image. Qualitative and survey research in New Zealand\textsuperscript{109,110}, Norway\textsuperscript{111}, Australia\textsuperscript{112}, and Canada\textsuperscript{113,114} indicate that removing brand...
imagery reduces positive associations with product characteristics and smokers of plain packaged products are rated less favourably than smokers of branded products.

A number of between-subject experiments have been conducted with youth and young adults in Australia\textsuperscript{115,116}, the UK\textsuperscript{117}, Norway\textsuperscript{118}, the US\textsuperscript{119}, and Brazil\textsuperscript{120} For example, an experimental study of young adult females in Canada found that fully branded packs were significantly more likely to be associated with positive attributes such as glamour, being slim, and sophistication.\textsuperscript{122} An experimental study of adult smokers in Australia also found that removal of branding was associated with unfavourable appraisals of packs, the smokers who might smoke such packs, and the inferred experience of smoking a cigarette from these packs.\textsuperscript{122} Smokers of plain packs were rated as less trendy/stylish, less sociable/outgoing, and less mature than smokers of the branded packs. This pattern of findings has been replicated in experimental studies with socio-economically disadvantaged smokers in Australia.\textsuperscript{123}

Summary
The evidence unequivocally demonstrates that plain packaging is perceived as less attractive and less appealing, particularly among youth and young adults, including smokers and non-smokers. Plain packaging is also associated with less positive brand imagery, including smoker traits, such as cool, stylish, thin. The findings suggest that plain packaging is less socially desirable and limits the ability of packaging to target sub-groups of youth and young adults.

Measures of consumer demand and smoking behaviour
A growing number of studies have examined the association between plain packaging and measures of consumer demand, including smoking behaviour. Conjoint and discrete choice experiments are established methodologies for assessing consumer demand in the field of marketing. A conjoint experiment was conducted
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among Canadian youth to examine the role of packaging as a reason for smoking. The study found that pack type was an important attribute in reasons for quitting among adults and youth smokers, particularly when paired with a pictorial warning. Discrete choice methodology was also used to assess consumer demand among young adult smokers in New Zealand. Pack options with fewer branding elements were associated with less demand and were more likely to elicit cessation behaviour. A third discrete-choice experiment was conducted in 2013 among young adult females in Canada, including smokers and non-smokers, in which plain vs. branded packaging, pack shape and size, health warnings, price, and the type of brand were tested. Plain packaging had a significant effect on intentions to try the product among smokers and non-smokers, and perceptions of risk.

Experimental auction study
A between-subjects auction experiment was conducted with adult smokers in the US to examine changes in consumer demand associated with health warnings and plain packaging. Experimental auction studies are an established methodology in the field of economics for assessing consumer behaviour. In this study, smokers participated in a “real” auction to purchase cigarettes and were assigned to different experimental conditions, including a plain and branded pack condition. The study found that plain packaging reduced the demand for cigarettes above and beyond the effect of pictorial health warnings.

Pack offer tasks
Four different studies have used a version of a “pack-offer” task to assess the demand for plain packaging. In each of these studies, youth participants were offered a choice of packs, typically at the conclusion of the study. Although no cigarettes were actually distributed in any of these studies, the pack-offer task nevertheless serves as a behavioural task given that participants believed they would be receiving a pack when making their selection. A pack-offer task was used in a 1995 study conducted among US youth. When asked which pack they would like to take home, 80% of youth chose an “established” branded pack, 17% chose a “novel” branded pack and only 3% took home the plain pack. A more recent experimental study was conducted in the US, in which young female adults were offered a choice of branded and plain packages. Participants were 3 times more likely to select branded packs than plain packs and, of the 10 brands most likely to be selected, all were branded packs. A similar pack offer task was conducted in an experimental study with young women in Brazil. As in the US study, young women were three times more likely to select branded packs than plain packs. Finally, a between-subject pack offer task was conducted with female youth in the UK. Participants were randomized to receive an offer of 4 plain packs or 4 branded packs, and the outcome was whether they accepted the offer and
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selected any of the 4 packs. Female youth were significantly less likely to accept an offer of cigarettes when offered cigarettes in plain versus branded packaging.132

**Naturalistic studies of plain packaging**

Three naturalistic trials of plain packaging have been conducted. In a Scottish study with young female smokers, smokers used brown ‘plain’ packs for two weeks and their regular packs for two weeks in “real-life” settings.133 The use of plain packaging resulted in more avoidant behaviours, such as hiding or covering the pack, and cessation behaviours, such as foregoing cigarettes, smoking less around others, thinking about quitting and reduced consumption, while using the plain packs.134 A naturalistic study of RYO smokers in France, in which smokers used plain RYO packaging for 10 days, found that the use of plain packs was associated with a greater motivation to reduce consumption and quit smoking.135 Finally, a second naturalistic study was conducted in the UK using a randomized controlled trial design. A total of 128 adult smokers in the UK were randomly assigned to use plain or branded packs for a 24-hour period.136 Smokers in the plain condition rated the experience of smoking from the cigarette pack more negatively and rated the health warning as more impactful. Smokers randomized to use plain packs smoked fewer cigarettes and inhaled more smoke per cigarette; however, these findings were not statistically significant due to inadequate sample size. Findings from these naturalistic studies are generally consistent with self-reported measures from research conducted in France, in which adult smokers and non-smokers reported that plain packages would motivate smokers to quit or reduce smoking.137,138

**Packaging as a cue for smoking & relapse**

There is ample evidence from clinical studies that environmental cues play a strong role in smoking relapse and that cigarette packages serve as a salient cue for smokers.140 For example, Carter et al.141 found that pictures of cigarette packs increase ratings of cigarette cravings for both “nicotine deprived” and “non-deprived” smokers. A wide range of other clinical studies using experimental designs have found that pack and brand-related imagery enhance cardiovascular reactivity and increase smoking urges.142 Cue reactivity has also
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been shown to predict the likelihood of successful cessation.\textsuperscript{143} Indeed, a systematic review of relapse prevention interventions for smoking cessation published by the Cochrane Collaboration concluded that: “The verdict is strongest for interventions focusing on identifying and resolving tempting situations.” (p.1)\textsuperscript{144}

One experimental clinical study used a similar research paradigm to test differences between plain and branded packaging as a cue for smoking among smokers who had been abstinent for at least 12 hours prior to the study.\textsuperscript{145} Exposure to plain packages was associated with lower urges to smoke and craving than exposure to preferred and non-preferred branded packs.

Summary
Evidence from a range of methodologies indicates that plain packaging reduces consumer demand. Evidence from a limited number of naturalistic studies suggest that plain packaging may promote smoking cessation among established smokers, although additional studies are required to demonstrate this effect. Findings from clinical studies also indicate that branded tobacco packaging is a reliable cue for smoking and can prompt urges to smoke among former smokers, and that exposure to plain packages reduces urges and motivation to smoke compared to branded packages.

Post-implementation: the impact of plain packaging regulations in Australia
Plain packaging regulations were implemented for the first time by Australia in December 2012. To date, three published studies have examined the impact of plain packaging in Australia. The first study consisted of a survey with adult smokers in the early implementation phase of plain packaging.\textsuperscript{146} The study compared responses from smokers who were using plain packs (approximately three-quarters of the sample), with responses from smokers who had yet to use plain packs. Smokers using plain packs perceived their cigarettes to be less satisfying than a year ago, were more likely to have thought about quitting at least once a day in the past week, and rated quitting as a higher priority in their lives. Plain
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pack smokers were also more likely to support the policy than branded pack smokers. Smokers of branded and plain packs did not differ on measures of less immediate smoking intentions or the frequency of thoughts about health risks.

The second study examined rates of “pack display” and the number of smoking patrons in cafés, restaurants, and bars with outdoor seating. Data was collected in public areas before and after the implementation of plain packaging. Smoking in outdoor areas of cafés, restaurants, and bars declined in the post-implementation period, as did number of packs that were publicly visible.

The third study used a time-series analysis to compare calls to the toll-free “Quitline” in two Australian states between the period before and after implementation of plain packaging in Australia. Calls to the Quitline increased 78% after plain packaging was implemented, adjusting for other factors. Quitline calls peaked 4-weeks after the implementation deadline for plain packaging, but the increase was prolonged at 6-months post-implementation. The introduction of graphic health warnings in 2006 had the same relative increase in calls; however, the impact of plain packaging was sustained for a longer time.

**Summary**

Given the novelty of plain packaging regulations in Australia, there are few studies to assess the impact of plain packaging. To date, three published studies provide preliminary evidence suggesting that plain packaging has had a positive public health impact in Australia. Of the three studies, objective data indicating a significant increase in calls to the Quitline — an effective form of smoking cessation—are most compelling. No studies have examined the impact of plain packaging within the context of smoking initiation.

**Plain pack colour**

Several studies have examined whether the background colour to which plain packs are standardized has any impact on relevant outcomes. These studies are consistent in demonstrating that darker, non-white colours are perceived as significantly less appealing and more effective. For example, in a study conducted among UK youth and adults, plain brown packs were perceived as less appealing than plain white packs and were also associated with higher perceptions of risk. Qualitative research with young adult smokers in Scotland found that dark brown plain packs were perceived as more unappealing than light brown and dark and light grey packs by all focus groups. The Australian government also commissioned several studies to test different colours prior to the implementation of plain packaging, and found that darker colours were associated with more favourable impressions from a public health perspective, in terms of enhancing perceptions of risk and
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minimizing consumer appeal.\textsuperscript{153} Finally, a within-subject experiment conducted with youth smokers and non-smokers in the UK found that drab-brown plain packs were rated as less smooth, had greater health risks, higher tar delivery, and were more effective in displaying health warnings compared to plain white packs.\textsuperscript{154} These studies are consistent with the broader literature on the effect of pack colour, including tobacco industry research, which indicates that white and lighter colour products are perceived as “healthier” and cleaner.\textsuperscript{155} Therefore, while the primary objective of standardizing colour would be to have uniform appearance, to minimize the belief that some products are less harmful than others, using a darker colour may reduce the overall appeal of all packages.


\textsuperscript{156} See section on industry documents, as well as Chapter 5 in: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Preventing tobacco use among youth and young adults: A report of the Surgeon General U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Center for Chronic Disease Prevention and Health Promotion, Office on Smoking and Health, Atlanta, GA; 2012.
**Review of Evidence from Tobacco Industry**

**Empirical Evidence on Plain Packaging**

To date, no empirical studies conducted by, or on behalf of, tobacco companies have been published. One original empirical article commissioned by the tobacco industry was identified. An online experiment was conducted in which tobacco products were displayed with varying levels of branding and adult smokers and non-smokers in the UK ranked their preferences. The conclusion of this report was that the removal of branded information shifted consumer preferences from premium brands to “cheaper” brands. Given that price is the most commonly used measure of consumer demand, this study suggests that plain packaging may reduce consumer demand for cigarettes. The study did not test cigarettes among non-smokers. Two additional research reports commissioned by Philip Morris International were identified; however, the reports included “simulation models” criteria and did not meet the criteria for original empirical evidence.

**Tobacco Company Business Documents**

Over the past 20 years, tobacco companies have released more than 14 million “internal” documents through court disclosure requirements in various legal proceedings. Most documents span the period from the 1950’s through 2009, and represent a rich source of information on business practices, marketing strategy, and internal research and development activities. These corporate documents make an important contribution to the evidence base on tobacco packaging. The following section provides a brief review of selected documents relevant to plain packaging.

**The Importance of Tobacco Packaging**

Tobacco industry research and marketing documents unequivocally demonstrate the importance of tobacco packaging as a marketing tool. For example, a recent British American Tobacco (BAT) presentation to global investors identified packaging and limited edition packs as a key component of industry innovation and growth. A variety of documents also discuss packaging within the context of recruiting new smokers.
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example, a summary of consumer product testing prepared by Philip Morris stated: “Advertising, packaging, price can get people to try a product...” [p.1]

162 Marlboro—the world’s largest cigarette brand and one of the leading global brands in any consumer domain—provides an illustrative case study for the importance of packaging. A review of marketing for Marlboro Red and Marlboro Lights highlights the role of packaging in brand communication, as well as how packaging strategies can help address challenges in recruiting more “starters”.  

Corporate documents indicate that the importance of packaging increases in jurisdictions with comprehensive advertising and marketing restrictions, such as Ireland. As a BAT marketing executive put it, “Our final communication vehicle with our smoker is the pack itself.” [p.21] A BAT internal review of trends in cigarette packaging in the 1990’s predicted that: “Advertising and promotion bans and restrictions will rapidly increase. The pack will increasingly become the main communicator” [p.2] An earlier BAT document from 1979 on new opportunities in marketing elaborated:

_Under conditions of total ban, pack designs and the brand house and company ‘livery’ have enormous importance in reminding and reassuring the smokers. Therefore the most effective symbols, designs, colour schemes, graphics and other brand identifiers should be carefully researched so as to find out which best convey the elements of goodwill and image. Where necessary, new designs must be_
created and tested so as to enhance and complement the identifiers. An objective should be to enable packs, by themselves, to convey the total product message.\(^{(p.8)}\)\(^{168}\)

A BAT brand development course in 1986 offered similar conclusions:

\textit{In the context of advertising ban markets the cigarette pack itself assumes great importance. This is because it is likely to be the last means of communicating with the consumer. Consequently techniques need to be developed in order to ensure that the pack design is used in the most effective way to communicate with the consumer. There are two elements to pack design and they are: a) the brand imagery it conveys; and b) its visual impact.}\(^{169}\)

A 1987 summary of Philip Morris’ “International Social Acceptability Research” program also highlights the growing importance of packaging as a promotional tool:

\textit{The following key elements are of prime importance in the enhancement of the smoker’s self-perceptions: the package, including brand name, logo, colour, design, crest, box, soft pack, etc.... As media restrictions continue to increase in many major world markets, our packaging becomes increasingly important as: a vehicle for communication, a statement about the smoker's personality and lifestyle, an expression of social acceptability.}\(^{170}\)

**Perceptions of risk**

Tobacco company documents on consumer perceptions of “light”, “mild” and “low tar” cigarettes have been reviewed extensively in other documents.\(^{171}\) In addition to this evidence, industry documents also describe the specific importance of pack colour in shaping consumer perceptions of risk.\(^{172}\) For example, BAT’s Research & Development group summarized principles for effective pack design and noted that: “Lower delivery products tend to be featured in blue packs. Indeed, as one moves down the delivery sector then the closer to white a pack tends to become. This is because white is generally held to convey a clean, healthy association.”\(^{173}\)

Different shades of the same colour and the proportion of white space on the package are commonly used to manipulate perceptions of a product’s strength and potential risk. Industry research demonstrates that the colour and design of the package are effective to the point where they influence sensory perceptions from 168 Bat Co. Guidelines on communication restrictions and new opportunities in marketing. 790513-790517. Ma7 13-17, 1979. Bates: 621054741/4756. Available: http://legacy.library.ucsf.edu/tid/tp21f00/pdf?search=%22guidelines%20on%20communication%20restrictions%20and%20new%20opportunities%20in%20marketing%22
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smoking a cigarette, a process known as “sensory transfer.” For example, when consumers smoke cigarettes placed in lighter-coloured packs, they perceive these cigarettes to taste “lighter” and less harsh than the same cigarettes presented in darker-coloured packs.

Brand imagery

One of the primary objectives of tobacco marketing is to establish brand imagery and to promote product appeal. Brand imagery refers to the extrinsic properties of a brand that shape consumer perceptions. A comprehensive review of tobacco promotion activities highlighted the importance of brand imagery:

*The brand image of most tobacco products represents the end result of a multifaceted marketing effort involving brand identity, logos, taglines and slogans, pictorial elements, and the use of color. The development, enhancement, and reinforcement of this and imagery are primary objectives of tobacco promotion.* (p.13)

Tobacco advertising and marketing use brand imagery to appeal to consumers’ psychological or social needs. As described in the 2014 Surgeon General’s report, tobacco advertising “fulfills many of the aspirations of adolescents and children by effectively using themes of independence, liberation, attractiveness, adventurousness, sophistication, glamour, athleticism, social acceptability and inclusion, sexual attractiveness, thinness, popularity, rebelliousness, and being “cool”.” As Judge Kessler noted in her 2006 ruling, “Research in psychology and cognitive neuroscience demonstrates how powerful such imagery can be, particularly for young people, in suppressing perception of risk and encouraging behavior.”

Industry documents are replete with references to the fundamental importance of brand imagery to their product development and marketing strategy. For example, a confidential document from BAT’s Group Research & Development Centre, describes the central role of the pack in conveying brand imagery:

*Historically, cigarette pack design has assumed a great deal of importance in the marketing process. This is because brand imagery is salient in the mind of the consumer…. Much of the imagery has traditionally been developed through advertising. However, it has been understood that this imagery must be carried*
Brand imagery is particularly important in targeting youth and young adults. In many cases, initial brand preferences are based less on the sensory properties of using the product than on perceptions of the package and brand:

...one of every two smokers is not able to distinguish in blind (masked) tests between similar cigarettes....for most smokers and for the decisive group of new, younger smokers, the consumer’s choice is dictated more by psychological, image factors than by relatively minor differences in smoking characteristics.

Tobacco company research indicates that brand imagery is critical to segmenting brands and targeting specific sub-groups, such as young women.

As in previous studies, the pack generated a very positive response from respondents. They praised it for its delicate prettiness and its classy femininity. And they were attracted to its “simple” and “clean” design..... The slim size of the pack was generally seen as clear benefit: it fits a woman’s hand better and takes up less room in her purse.... User Imagery: After viewing the pack and carton, respondents tended to develop the same general user imagery that has been found in previous studies. They see Capri as a cigarette that is unambiguously for women....But when asked for specific imagery, they tend to imagine the typical Capri smokers as... tasteful and fashion-conscious,... confident and independent.

Colour is among the most important packaging attributes for establishing brand imagery. Tobacco companies conduct extensive market research on the effect of colours. For example, silver and gold colours can be used to convey status and prestige, particularly for “premium” brands. Red packages and logos can convey...
excitement, strength, wealth, and power, whereas pastel colours are associated with freshness, innocence, and relaxation, and are more common among brands that appeal to females.¹⁸⁵

**Social norms**

Social norms have a strong influence on behaviour, particularly among youth and young adults. Social norms represent our expectations about how others will evaluate our behaviour, and are a central tenet in social psychology and models of health behaviour. Social norms have also been an important target of tobacco marketing and advertising campaigns, in order to promote smoking as a socially desirable behaviour.

Tobacco industry business documents highlight the extent to which tobacco marketing and branding strategies are designed to shape social norms. Cigarettes are widely referred to as a “badge” product that allows smokers to portray an image to others and to associate oneself with the social identity of a brand.¹⁸⁶ Strategic research and marketing documents highlight the importance of manipulating social acceptability in order to recruit young adults.¹⁸⁷ For example, a marketing plan for RJ Reynolds prepared in 1983 describes how brand imagery can promote peer-approval, one of the main factors identified by the industry in reasons for smoking.¹⁸⁸ Many research and marketing documents also describe the importance of marketing and brand strategies to alleviate the “social guilt” and “social pressures” against smoking.¹⁸⁹ Documents from British American Tobacco (BAT) describe social acceptance as a primary need, and the importance of marketing strategy for meeting this “need”, including psychological reassurance and benefits, and targeting of brands.¹⁹⁰

Industry business documents also describe the importance of packaging in helping to shape social norms and promote social acceptance of smoking:

*Package innovation. We have many new creative ideas in packaging, and in today’s marketing environment our new products’ packaging has to work very hard for us. We must test it in its finished form to ensure that it has: smoker acceptance [and] social acceptance.*”(p.17)¹⁹¹

**Summary**
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Corporate documents released by tobacco companies provide consistent, unambiguous evidence that packaging is an effective promotional tool for influencing consumer perceptions of risk, establishing brand imagery of specific brands, as well as promoting positive social norms and attitudes towards smoking more generally.
METHODODOLOGICAL QUALITY OF THE EVIDENCE

Research designs
The plain packaging literature includes a heterogeneous mix of research designs, with a wide variety of outcomes from different research domains. Plain packaging has been assessed using consumer perceptions, physiological measures of visual attention and neuroimaging, behavioural tasks, as well as population-level cessation behaviour. A substantial proportion of these studies use experimental research designs, with high levels of internal validity, strengthening the level of causal inference that can be made. The diversity of the research designs and outcomes is a considerable strength of the evidence base.

Studies on packaging have been conducted with diverse samples, including youth and adults, as well as smokers and non-smokers. Ideally, a greater number of studies would have been conducted in Ireland. However, Western countries are very similar in terms of the trajectories of smoking initiation, patterns of use, and smoking cessation. Industry practices with respect to the use of packaging are also similar. Therefore, it is reasonable to generalize the research findings on packaging from other Western countries to Ireland. The consistency of findings across different countries supports this hypothesis. Research conducted in jurisdictions with similar regulations tobacco marketing and advertising— particularly the United Kingdom— is important in this regard. It should also be noted—however obvious—that evidence on the actual impact of plain packaging in Ireland cannot be collected prior to actual implementation of a regulation. Therefore, comparisons with other countries are informative for this critical source of evidence.

In regards to the total volume of evidence, the number of original empirical studies is sufficient to provide an informed opinion. Although it is always desirable to have a greater number of studies, the volume of research is reasonable given that plain packaging is a relatively new regulatory proposal.

Until recently, the lack of post-implementation data was a limitation of the evidence base; however, the introduction of plain packaging in Australia has provided the opportunity to assess the impact of plain packaging regulations, with three published studies to date.

Strength of findings
The strength or magnitude of an association is another potential indicator of causation: the larger the effect, the easier it becomes to detect an association. Based on the current literature, there is a very strong association between plain packaging and the efficacy of health warnings, reductions in consumer appeal, and consumer demand. The strength of association with respect to plain packaging and perceptions of risk is strong.
Consistency and coherence

Consistent findings across different studies and the level of coherence across different research methods are important criteria when assessing causality. Collectively, the evidence base indicates a high level of consistency across most outcomes examined in the literature. Coherence between different research domains, such as clinical findings and “naturalistic” studies, increases the likelihood that an association will be causal in nature. The coherence of findings across different research domains that have examined the impact of packaging is high and represents a considerable strength of the evidence base. Given the diversity of research designs, the level of coherence throughout the research spectrum is impressive. There is also a high level of consistency between “independent” research and corporate documents from tobacco companies, detailing internal research and marketing practices.

Plausibility

Plausibility is another important criterion when assessing causality. It is plausible to assume that promotional marketing that is designed to minimize perceptions of risk and increase consumer demand will have an impact on smoking behaviour. It is also highly plausible that tobacco marketing which succeeds in promoting smoking among young adults would also be effective in promoting smoking among youth, who are generally more susceptible to tobacco marketing and branding. Plausibility of this effect is supported by a large evidence base demonstrating a causal association between tobacco marketing and youth smoking, described elsewhere in this report.

The highly addictive nature of cigarettes also increases the plausibility that packaging can promote smoking initiation. Given the pharmacological properties of nicotine and the rapidity with which tobacco dependence can develop, to be effective, packaging and other forms of tobacco marketing only need to increase the likelihood that youth will try or accept an offer of a cigarette.

Brand image is built slowly over time and collectively by the accumulation of exposures and associations communicated in tobacco marketing.

Finally, the plausibility of an association between packaging and behaviour is supported by corporate documents on research and marketing strategy released by the tobacco companies through court disclosure. The evidence contained in these documents on the importance of packaging is also consistent with literature from marketing and social psychology, which indicates that consumer behaviour is often strongly influenced by subtle environmental cues that lie outside our conscious decision-making process. Social judgments and attitudes towards a consumer product can be established unconsciously through exposure to brands.
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INDUSTRY ARGUMENTS

The tobacco industry has vehemently opposed plain packaging regulations. The current section summarizes the main industry positions and arguments contained in submissions to consultations, legal proceedings, and other publicly available documents.

Feasibility

Prior to the implementation of plain packaging regulations in Australia, the industry argued that implementing plain packaging would not be feasible and would create consumer and retailer “confusion”. In particular, the industry argued that plain packaging would create difficulty and delays in identifying cigarette brands, and purchase transaction times would increase. Research was conducted to examine the impact on transaction time and found a decrease, rather than an increase in transaction time in both experimental settings and in actual retail settings before and after the implementation of plain packaging in Australia. A third study conducted before and after implementation found a modest delay in pack retrieval time immediately after implementation, but a return to baseline levels by the second week of implementation, suggesting no lasting effect.

Lack of credible evidence

Tobacco companies have stated that there is no credible evidence to support plain packaging regulations. For example, Imperial Tobacco’s submission to the Chantler review stated:

*Imperial Tobacco does not believe there is any credible or reliable evidence that standardised tobacco packaging will achieve the Government’s stated objectives of reducing smoking prevalence among young people or assisting smokers who have, or are trying to, quit.* (p.9)
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Tobacco companies cite several reasons for dismissing existing evidence as unreliable or not credible, primarily because of “serious methodological flaws” and “public health bias”. The methodological quality of the existing literature is reviewed and summarized elsewhere in this report. No study is without limitations, and individual studies within any body of literature will vary in their methodological strengths. However, many of the limitations identified in tobacco company submissions are minor and inherent to research in this domain. Other limitations are either irrelevant, incorrect, or based on a flawed interpretation of the study designs. Indeed, tobacco company submissions to the Chantler review present scientific evidence in a highly dubious way. For example, the Imperial Tobacco submission states that the “Australian experience has proven that standardised packaging has had no effect” (p.15) with respect to smoking prevalence. However, the same report also acknowledges that the data they refer to has yet to be collected and released:

*The latest national statistics from Australia covering smoking prevalence only cover the period up to the end of 2012 and there has been no data or anecdotal evidence on youth smoking rates in Australia after 2011.”* (p. 4)

At best, this statement is out-of-date given more recent evidence published in the British Medical Journal on changes in the use of quitlines following the implementation of plain packaging. More accurately, this type of statement represents a highly irresponsible and biased characterization of “evidence”, consistent with the general treatment of scientific evidence contained in these submissions.

Overall, it is striking that none of the tobacco companies accept any one of the more than 70 studies on plain packaging to be “credible” or “reliable”. And yet, dozens of the papers rejected by tobacco companies have been published in peer-reviewed scientific journals. The suggestion that not one of these studies provides reliable evidence is to suggest that reviewers and editorial boards at all of these publications—including several of the most prestigious medical and public health journals in the world—have been negligent in their duties. This is not a tenable position in my opinion. Overall, the tobacco companies’ criteria for “reliable” evidence are inconsistent with the standards of leading scientific journals and depict a systematic attempt to discredit the literature in this area. It should also be noted that industry submissions fail to take into account evidence in their own corporate documents or the vast literature on the effects of tobacco marketing on smoking initiation, for example.

**Failure of individual studies to establish causality**

Plain packaging studies have been criticized based on the inability of any one study to establish causality. This line of argument is consistent with tobacco companies’ critiques of scientific evidence on the causal role of smoking in cancer.

The literature includes a significant number of experimental trials, as described above, which provide a high degree of “internal validity” and allow for stronger causal inferences. However, causality is rarely, if ever,  
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established on the basis of a single study; rather, it should be evaluated based upon a body of research.\textsuperscript{208} There are few, if any disciplines, in which a single study is capable of conclusively demonstrating causal association. This is particularly true in the fields of medicine and public health when trying to characterize causal mechanisms with multiple determinants, such as tobacco use. Dr. Bradford Hill, who wrote one of the seminal papers on causal criteria in the field of epidemiology (indeed, these criteria are widely known as the “Bradford Hill criteria”) wrote about the risks of setting unattainably high standards for assessing causality:

“In asking for very strong evidence I would, however, repeat emphatically that this does not imply crossing every ‘t’, and swords with every critic, before we act. All scientific work is incomplete – whether it be observational or experimental. All scientific work is liable to be upset or modified by advancing knowledge. That does not confer upon us a freedom to ignore the knowledge we already have, or to postpone the action that it appears to demand at a given time.” (p. 300)\textsuperscript{209}

**Consumer perceptions and attitudes are not reliable outcomes**

Industry reports have criticized many of the existing studies on the basis that consumer perceptions are not valid, reliable outcomes. For example, BAT has stated: “Many of these studies look at aspects like intentions, attitudes and impressions. They measure perceptions which are not predictive of actual behaviour”\textsuperscript{(p.6)}\textsuperscript{210}

Consumer perceptions in the form of attitudes and beliefs have a central role in models of health behaviour, and have been shown to predict future smoking behaviour, both with respect to smoking cessation among established smokers and smoking uptake among youth and young adults.\textsuperscript{211} Perhaps more relevant, there are thousands of corporate documents from the tobacco industry that highlight the importance of consumer perceptions in their own work. Indeed, testing consumer perceptions of packaging is a standard step in the development of any new product line or changes to a product, or the launch of a new marketing strategy. A vast number of tobacco company studies use the same or very similar measures to those used in the “independent” peer-reviewed literature and which are heavily criticized by the industry experts. Industry documents highlight the importance of consumer perceptions in three key areas directly relevant to the evidence base on plain packaging: 1) general measures of consumer demand, including “intentions” to purchase or try products;\textsuperscript{212} 2) measures of brand appeal and smoker image;\textsuperscript{213} and 3) consumer perceptions of taste and harshness which are
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used by many consumers as cues for reduced harm. In some cases the industry research protocols involve actual trial of cigarettes; however, in many others, participants are shown images or packages of the product being tested, similar to protocols used in “indoor” research. For example, measures of intention are routinely used in marketing/economics research, including by tobacco companies’ own Expert Witnesses who have criticized the use of these measures in plain packaging research.

As is the case with “independent” researchers, tobacco companies use consumer perception measures because, in most cases, it is not feasible to measure changes in smoking initiation, cessation, or even changes in consumption levels when testing the impact of marketing. Indeed, I am not aware of any industry studies of marketing that have examined actual changes in smoking behaviour with respect to smoking initiation or smoking cessation. For example, there is no ethical or feasible way to test the appeal of packaging or products among youth other than to measure perceptions of appeal and interest in trying the product. Therefore, one uses more “proximal” indicators that reflect an individual’s perceptions and the value they place on a product, on the basis that these measures either increase or decrease the likelihood of use.

---


---

‌
Overall, industry documents depict a routine reliance on the types of measures used in “independent” packaging studies—those that are criticized by industry experts as “unreliable—to guide product strategy, development, design, and marketing. More generally, public statements that perceptions of risk are “unreliable” are inconsistent with the industry’s marketing strategies over the past 50 years, which have sought to influence and shape consumer perceptions in an effort to recruit and retain smokers.216

Lack of behavioural outcomes

Perhaps the most common industry criticism of the plain packaging literature is a lack of reliable studies with behavioural outcomes. For example, BAT’s submission to the Chantler review stated: “The fundamental shortcoming of most of these studies is that they fail to observe plain packs in a natural setting. They lack real world evidence and do not evaluate the impact of plain packaging policy in practice.” (p.5)217

In some cases, industry submissions criticizing the independent literature have failed to identify behavioural outcomes in studies, while in other cases they have sought to discredit the type of behavioural outcomes that have been used. In fact, there is a large and growing number of studies that have assessed behavioural outcomes associated with plain packaging. To date, plain packaging has been assessed using eye-tracking technology218,219,220, fMRI221, an experimental auction study222, four pack offer studies223 and multiple randomized trials in naturalistic settings.224 Perhaps most important, two studies provide objective assessments of behaviours after the implementation of plain packaging in Australia.225

Three behavioural outcomes rejected by tobacco companies warrant particular attention. First, the tobacco companies reject the experimental auction methodology used by Thrasher et al.226 This methodology was pioneered by Vernon Smith, who won the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2002 for refining experimental economics
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methods. A key benefit of experimental auctions comes from placing consumers in a real auction, with winners and losers, and where the winners pay for products. This prevents hypothetical bias of “willingness to pay” studies by providing financial consequences for self-reported valuation of a product. Overall, auction studies represent a behavioural outcome that has been firmly established as a valid indicator of consumer demand in a wide range of consumer domains.

Second, the industry has failed to acknowledge the relevance of “pack offer” tasks as a valid behavioural outcome. In these studies, youth and young adults are offered a pack of cigarettes, and given the choice of a number of packs. In some studies, each participant has a choice between plain and branded packs. In another study, participants were offered either plain or branded packs, and the outcome was whether they accepted the offer of any cigarettes. Although studies of consumer demand with established smokers typically examine price or willingness-to-pay as an outcome, the pack offer task is more closely relevant to the process of smoking initiation among youth: initiation rarely starts with an actual purchase and more commonly begins with experimentation from a cigarette that is offered. Therefore, the pack offer task is directly relevant to the experience of smoking initiation.

Third, the industry submissions do not include recent evidence indicating that calls to state-run Quitlines in Australia increased after the implementation of plain packaging. These data add a critically important behavioural outcome that is both objective and entirely “naturalistic” with respect to post-implementation research. The findings are particularly relevant given that randomized controlled trials have established that calls to Quitlines increase the odds of smoking cessation. Therefore, if plain packaging has increased calls to a Quitline, it can be inferred that plain packaging has increased smoking cessation.

Overall, industry submissions have failed to take into account the use of behavioural outcomes in the scientific literature on plain packaging, and efforts to either deny or discredit these outcomes are not credible.

**Tobacco marketing does not influence youth smoking**

Companies have stated that branded packaging only serves to differentiate products after the consumer has already made the decision to smoke. In other words, packaging only serves to redistribute customers through brand switching and has no impact on attracting new customers.

The argument that tobacco advertising and marketing does not increase the overall demand for tobacco products has been used by tobacco companies in the past to oppose restrictions on various forms of tobacco advertising and marketing. Companies have argued that social influences are the cause of smoking initiation,
rather than industry activities to promote smoking. For example, a report from Imperial Tobacco suggests that family structure and peer pressure are among the key determinants of youth smoking.\(^{231}\) Similarly, the BAT submission notes that "the primary drivers of initiation among youth were friends and family smoking."\(^{(p.4)}\)

First, the BAT assertion that packaging does not affect youth smoking relies upon a Eurobarometer survey question which is the type of “stated view” that BAT and JTI dismiss as “unreliable” in the same reports when critiquing the evidence base on plain packaging.\(^{233}\) It is inconsistent to dismiss this type of data when arguing against plain packaging only to rely on it to demonstrate that marketing has no impact.

Second, the argument that tobacco marketing has no influence on youth smoking ignores the reach of tobacco marketing and packaging among youth. For example, one US study found that one third of 3-year-olds and more than 90% of 6-year-old children could correctly match a picture of Joe Camel with a picture of a cigarette, similar to levels of brand recognition for Mickey Mouse and Disney.\(^{234}\)

Third, in invoking the social influence theory, the companies fail to note the influence of marketing in shaping social norms and attitudes towards smoking. As noted elsewhere in this review, tobacco industry business documents highlight the extent to which tobacco marketing and branding strategies are designed to shape social norms:

Fourth, these statements ignore the vast evidence base that demonstrates a causal association between tobacco marketing and youth smoking, as summarized in a 2008 National Cancer Institute Monograph:

> There is extensive scientific data showing (1) adolescents are regularly exposed to cigarette advertising, (2) they find many of these advertisements appealing, (3) advertisements tend to make smoking appealing, and (4) advertisements serve to increase adolescents’ desire to smoke.\(^{235}\)

Finally, the argument that packaging influences adults, but not youth, is an untenable position. Tobacco companies have acknowledged that plain packaging will reduce consumer demand for cigarettes among established smokers and have sought compensation from the Australian government due to lost revenue. If pack branding is effective in creating positive associations and increasing appeal among adult smokers to the extent that it reduces demand, it is not credible to suggest that the same promotional tools do not create positive associations and increase appeal among youth during the critical period when smoking behaviour is established.

---


Price
A report by Imperial Tobacco suggests that plain packaging will reduce differentiation between brands and thus make price more important (leading smokers to cheaper illicit product). The evidence suggests that plain packaging is likely to reduce the proportion of consumers who select higher cost “premium” brand over low cost “discount” brands. However, it does not logically follow that the average price of tobacco products will decrease. If necessary, governments are able to ensure that no price reductions occur through taxation and price controls at their disposal. It is worth nothing that a number of jurisdictions have seen shifts from “premium” to “discount” brands, similar to the shift predicted by tobacco companies in response to plain packaging— without seeing any reduction in the average price. The Canadian market is one example: over the past decade, the discount market has increased dramatically at the same time as the average price of legal cigarettes has steadily increased due to increasing taxes. Therefore, it is not the case, as the Claimant argues, that a shift away from “premium” brands will necessarily result in lower average prices.

Plain packaging will increase smoking prevalence
Tobacco companies have suggested that plain packaging will lead to increases in smoking due to lower price or increased consumption of less expensive brands after “down trading”. For example:

If, as expert analysis demonstrates, plain packaging leads to average prices of tobacco products (and cigarettes in particular) falling, this might further negatively impact on public health. (p.3)

Of particular relevance to the Chantler Review, any price drops caused by plain packaging are at odds with the DH’s aim of reducing smoking initiation by minors, as it has stated that lower prices generally mean increased availability and greater access for minors to tobacco products. (p.14)

As described above, governments to control the price of cigarettes through taxation policy. If companies were to reduce their price to compensate from declining demand for their products—in response to plain packaging or any other regulatory measures or trend—governments can ensure that the absolute price does not decrease. Therefore, the threat of increased youth smoking from reduced prices would be non-existent.

It is also highly implausible that removing branding from packaging would increase consumption rates among adult smokers. Consumption levels among established smokers are primarily driven by the pharmacological properties of nicotine and the phenomenon of smoker “compensation” to maintain a set level of nicotine intake. Smokers can compensate for differences between products either through changes in the number of cigarettes they smoke, or by smoking each cigarette more intensely. Smoker compensation (also referred to as “titration”) is very well established in the literature and there are many industry documents that establish its
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existence and discuss its importance. Unless a smoker is explicitly seeking to reduce the number of cigarettes they smoke, such as “cutting back” for the purpose of quitting, the number of cigarettes per day is highly constant for the vast majority of smokers. This has remained true even during price increases over the past decade. Overall, it is highly unlikely that a smoker would increase their consumption due to a decrease in price. Even if this was the case, it is highly likely that the smoker would adjust their smoking behaviour, such that their overall exposure level would be unchanged.

**Illicit trade**

Several industry reports posit that plain packaging will increase illicit trade by making counterfeiting easier, and that illicit products may be more dangerous due to lack of regulation. Reproducing logos and other branded elements is already incredibly straightforward to do, such that reproducing different plain packages is not easier or more difficult. “Plain” packs will actually retain a variety of colours and graphic imagery due to the mandated health warnings on packs. Using modern technology, virtually all brands can be counterfeited with very little money, time, or expertise. Indeed, there are reports of counterfeiters producing counterfeit products for brands with new packaging/designs within days of their release. To suggest that plain packaging will increase the prevalence of counterfeit brands because it is easier to reproduce “plain” packaging is a misleading argument that has previously been used to oppose the implementation of “pictorial” health warnings in different jurisdictions. The solution to making packages harder to counterfeit lies in sophisticated tax stamps and is aided by the use of colour pictorial health warnings.

**Smokers are already fully informed about the risks of smoking**

Tobacco companies have suggested that smokers are already fully informed about the health risks of smoking; therefore, there is no need for plain packaging and more comprehensive health warnings. For example, BAT’s submission to the Chantler review posits “These studies do not establish any information deficit or any misperceptions about the health risks associated with cigarettes.” The evidence reviewed elsewhere in this report documents that many consumers still false believe that some products are less harmful than others. In addition, while it is true that most smokers have a general awareness that smoking is harmful, having a general awareness of a risk does not equate with being fully informed about the health effects of smoking. The claim that smokers are fully informed relies on the “weakest”, most vague measures of risk perception: a general awareness that smoking is harmful. Agreeing that smoking is harmful provides no indication of knowledge with respect to the types of health effects, their likelihood, their severity, the extent to which individuals personalize this risk, or the extent to which these health effects decrease following long term
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abstinence. In short, the level of agreement to statements such as “smoking is harmful to health” is a wholly inadequate measure of whether smokers and non-smokers are informed about the health risks of smoking.

Knowledge of specific health effects caused by smoking remains low. The 2004 Surgeon General’s report on the Health Consequences of Smoking identified 29 specific diseases that are caused by smoking, including 10 different types of cancer. The 2014 Surgeon General’s report highlighted that scientific understanding of the health effects of smoking is still evolving:

...cigarette smoking has been causally linked to diseases of nearly all organs of the body, to diminished health status, and to harm to the fetus. Even 50 years after the first Surgeon General’s report, research continues to newly identify diseases caused by smoking, including such common diseases as diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, and colorectal cancer. (p.7)

General awareness of a few of these health effects, such as lung cancer, is relatively high: for example, approximately 90% of respondents agree that smoking causes lung cancer. However, knowledge for other primary health effects is lower. There is limited data on knowledge of health effects in Ireland; however, Australia, which has among the most comprehensive tobacco control and public education measures in the world, provides an illustrative example. Prior to the implementation of plain packaging, only 53% of Australia smokers agreed that smoking causes impotence, only 77% agreed that smoking can cause lung cancer in non-smokers, and only 51% agreed that smoking can cause heart attacks in non-smokers. It should be noted that this level of knowledge was assessed by asking whether smokers agreed that smoking causes a list of health effects (i.e., “Based on what you know or believe, does smoking cause...”). Agreement to a list of health effects is a very lenient measure of knowledge, given that many respondents may simply endorse the health effect due to social desirability bias in surveys. Unprompted recall of these health effects would be far lower. Therefore, even by this liberal measure of knowledge, smokers are not fully informed or “universally” aware of the health effects of smoking.

Smokers and non-smokers demonstrate poor unprompted recall of smoking-related health risks. Asking smokers to recall health effects in an unprompted manner is a stringent and accurate measure of awareness. For example, a US-based study concluded:

The great majority of smokers and non-smokers realized that smoking can cause life-threatening illnesses, but, except for lung cancer, no specific smoking-linked illness could be named by more than half of our respondents. About half mentioned emphysema, about a quarter mentioned any kind of cancer other than lung, and only about a quarter mentioned any kind of cardiovascular risk. About 10% did not mention cancer at all. (p.354)

As the paper notes, “If individuals cannot identify the best-known, most severe health effects of smoking without prompting, they are certainly unable to apply that information in deciding whether to smoke.” (p.350) It should be noted that this study did not report any responses for the more than two dozen other diseases caused
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by smoking, presumably because the frequency of these responses were below the reportable level or completely absent.

Perceptions of risk are not simply a general awareness that smoking is harmful to health, but a function of both perceived likelihood and perceived severity. Expert reports commissioned by the tobacco companies typically focus on findings regarding perceived likelihood or probability of smoking-related disease. These findings should be interpreted with great caution given the general public’s difficulty with providing quantitative estimates of probability, which are often inflated. Studies that have assessed the perceived severity of smoking-related diseases have found that respondents underestimate the severity of primary diseases such as lung cancer and emphysema.248

The role of health warnings in communicating risk information goes beyond establishing basic knowledge. Concern about the health risks of smoking is also the most common motivation to quit cited by current and former smokers, as well as the best predictor of long-term abstinence among reasons for quitting.249 For example, data collected as part of the 2007 ITC Ireland Survey indicates that 74% of all Irish smokers and 94% of Irish smokers who intend to quit in the next 6 months cite “concern for personal health” as a motivation for quitting smoking—the most frequently cited motivation to quit, above price and all other reasons.250

In addition, among Irish smokers who recently reported smoking a new brand within the past year, more than 20% reported that they chose the brand, at least in part, because “it may not be as bad for health”. Among smokers who reported a recent quit attempt, more than 40% chose the brand because they thought it would “help them to quit”.251 In short, the false belief that some brands are less harmful than others or make it easier to quit continues to guide consumer decisions among Irish smokers.

Health warnings promote smoking cessation not simply by imparting new information on health effects, but by providing this information at key points in time, including at the point-of-purchase and immediately preceding the act of smoking, when a smoker takes a cigarette from the package. For many smokers who attempt to quit, the health warnings may act in a synergistic manner with other life events, such as the symptoms of an illness or the prompting of a friend or family member to quit. For example, seeing a warning for lung cancer shortly after experiencing the early symptoms of pulmonary disease may prompt a quit attempt or help to sustain a quit attempt already in progress. This is consistent with recent data from the ITC Australia survey: among smokers who were considering quitting smoking, as well as smokers who recently made a quit attempt, approximately, 50% indicated that “information about the risks of products” led them to think about quitting, similar to levels that indicated that the health warnings on cigarette packs led them to think about quitting. If Australian smokers were already aware of the health effects of tobacco use, and communicating the health effects through health warnings had no additional impact, one would not expect half or more of quitters to cite health

information and the health warnings as factors in their quit attempt. Therefore, the frequency of exposure helps to increase the effectiveness of package-based health warnings as a risk communication tool.

In my opinion, there is no credible evidence to suggest that Irish smokers have full and complete knowledge of the health effects of smoking, and the evidence clearly indicates that communicating health effects through health warnings remains an effective means of stimulating quitting activity among Australian smokers.
CONCLUSIONS

Tobacco advertising and marketing are among the most important factors in the rise of smoking in the 20th century. Industry marketing campaigns have sought to communicate three fundamental themes: 1) product satisfaction; 2) reassurance about the health concerns; and 3) positive associations between smoking and desirable outcomes, such as independence, social status, sexual attraction and thinness.\(^{252}\) Tobacco industry documents and independent evidence indicates that packaging has played a fundamental role in executing each of these themes, and has grown in importance as other forms of advertising and marketing have been prohibited.

The scientific evidence on plain packaging includes more than 70 original empirical articles from a wide variety of research domains. Most of the research on plain packaging is experimental in nature and has been conducted in jurisdictions without plain packaging given that plain packaging regulations were only implemented in December 2012 in Australia. The evidence is highly consistent across different research domain and study designs, as well as between experimental and more recent “post-implementation” studies conducted in Australia.

Perceptions of risk
Packaging has also played a fundamental role in providing false reassurance to consumers about the risks of smoking, and was a central component of the “light” / “low tar” marketing campaign. Recent data indicates that many smokers in Ireland and other Western countries continue to believe that some brands are less harmful than others and easier to quit, even after the removal of “light” and “mild” descriptors. Experimental evidence indicates that plain packaging is reduces false health beliefs among smokers and non-smokers.

Health warnings
The evidence indicates that health warnings are more noticeable on plain packs, associated with greater recall of health messages, and may lead to greater cognitive processing, particularly among youth non-smokers. The evidence also indicates that the effect of package branding persists even in the context of large pictorial warnings, and that plain packaging and health warnings have complimentary, but independent effects on consumer perceptions.

Consumer appeal
Packaging has a powerful influence in establishing brand imagery and promoting appeal among youth and young adults— the critical period when the vast majority of smoking initiation occurs. Corporate documents from tobacco companies indicate that packages have been designed to appeal to “starters” as part of a deliberate marketing strategy to recruit new smokers. The evidence indicates that “plain” packaging is unequivocally less appealing and less socially desirable to youth and young adults. Plain packaging is also associated with less positive brand imagery, including smoker traits, such as cool, stylish, thin, as well as less

desirable product associations. The findings suggest that plain packaging are less socially desirable and limit the ability of packaging to target sub-groups of youth and young adults.

**Demand and smoking behavior**

Evidence from a range of methodologies indicates that plain packaging reduces consumer demand. Several naturalistic studies suggest that plain packaging may promote smoking cessation among established smokers. Findings from clinical studies also indicate that plain packaging can reduce urges to smoke that are normally cued by branded packages. Most compelling, Australian evidence suggests that plain packaging has increased calls to state Quitlines, and may have increased rates of smoking cessation.

**Summary**

Overall, the existing evidence on plain packaging supports four primary conclusions:

1) Plain packaging will reduce smoking initiation among youth and young adults.

2) Plain packaging will promote smoking cessation among established smokers.

3) Plain packaging will support former smokers to remain abstinent.

4) Plain packaging will help to denormalize tobacco use.